
AUTO BELTS

BUS BELT
The automatic seatbelt that instantly adjusts to fit any size of passenger

Bus Belt

4pt Bus Belt

3pt Bus Belt

Bus Belt the first automatic lap and diagonal seatbelt to be designed
specifically for the Bus and Coach market.
The unique slide adjuster enables a child of 4 years old and upward to
wear the belt comfortably with the webbing correctly located across the
chest. Adjusting the shoulder slide upwards, the Bus Belt will fit the
largest adult.

is designed to fit in applications where an anchorage is provided in the
upper part of the seat backrest for the provision for a top guide loop.
With the reel mounting vertically or horizontally at the base of the
backrest. Optional buckle lengths available.

With the tendancy by seat manufacturers to
integrate reel and webbing behind the seat
trim, the 3pt ‘Bus-Belt’ is designed for
applications where a top guide is not required
on the belt but is provided in the seat structure.

BELT TYPE PART NUMBERS REEL TYPES

3pt BUS BELT ARB312

ARB412

ARB322

ARB422

ARB332

ARB432

ARB311

ARB411

ARB321

ARB421

ARB331

ARB431

ARB317

ARB417

ARB327

ARB427

ARB337

ARB437

ARB313

ARB413

ARB323

ARB423

ARB333

ARB433 VERTICAL MOUNTING DUEL
SENSITIVE REVERSE

4pt BUS BELT

3pt BUS BELT

4pt BUS BELT

3pt BUS BELT

4pt BUS BELT

VERTICAL MOUNTING DUEL
SENSITIVE STANDARD

HORIZONTAL MOUNTING
DUEL SENSITIVE REVERSE

Protective PVC reel cover
available(50-1256).

Flexi sleeve available to
add rigidity to 220mm
webbing buckles.

220mm
WEBBING

350mm
WEBBING

140mm
BLADE

90mm
BLADE

BUCKLE TYPE

Length specified
is from mounting
hole to end of
buckle head.

3pt Bus Belt 4pt Bus Belt

Safetex
a division of AmSafe Bridport Limited

BODY-LOC

‘Bus-Belts’ with ‘Body-Loc’
By fully extracting all the webbing from the
inertia reel & allowing it to retract around the
wearer the seatbelt is locked around the
wearer in a static mode. This is particularly
desirable to elderly or infirm users where
improved support for the upper body is
required.


